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Wiz Security Network - Abstract
Wiz Security Network Overview
The project’s aim was to build a number of compact embedded devices that can be connected together
into a security/surveillance network (the Wiz Security Network) .
Each device (node) can collect and process information (mainly video) independently, can generate
alarms and communicate with the others in order to examine the threats from multiple angles. Each
node has a w5500 network chip, passive Power over Ethernet, PIR, servo motor, storage, video camera
and image processing capabilities. A PC application can provide monitoring and configuration functions.

Each node taken independently behaves as a surveillance camera that can continuously acquire images
and process them in order to detect movement. If movement is detected, using it internal servomotor
the node rotates to keep the target in view; all this time images are sent to a PC and/or stored on an
internal SDcard. The behavior of the network of devices is that each knows its position and orientation
in space, and the position of the others, and if one detects an event(movement) sends an alert to all the
others, that if they are able will rotate to capture the event; this way the event is examined from all
available angles. The same way, if one of the nodes is removed, the others will quickly detect it’s not
sending its usual ‘alive’ signal, and if possible, will rotate to get it into view and record the scene. The PC
and the Monitor application running there are optional to the normal functioning of this Security
network. The PC Monitor is used only to initially configure the devices with the map of the network, to
display and store images outside the nodes if desired, and to send an alarm email containing images
gathered from the whole network (it will be unpractical for each node to send his separate email).
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The project consists of:




A compact device that
o Communicates through Ethernet using the W5500 chip
o Is powered through the Ethernet cable accepting as input a wide range of voltages
o Offers both 5V and 3.3V to included subsystems (with plenty of power)
o Has a unique MAC address (because W5500 does not provide one)
o Can store and retrieve data (images) from a micro-SD card
o Has a servo inside that allows it to rotate
o Has a PIR sensor
o Has a video camera that allow capturing of images
o Can store or transmit images to a monitor application
o Can perform image processing in order to detect the position where movement took
place
o Can transmit alerts to peers regarding detected objects
o Can reorient himself in order to better capture an image from a location of interest
when:
 An object is moving in its field of view
 Another peer identified an object moving
 Another peer has disappeared from the network
A monitor application that can
o Configure multiple nodes
o Display and save jpeg images from nodes
o Manually rotate the nodes
o Send a mail with an alarm when

Interconnections between the blocks inside the node
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A bottom view and one from a top (base+top) from different boards

Nodes in enclosure

Opened nodes
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Monitoring application

Schematics

